Softlin Komfort – more than a chair
sitting furniture

The Softlin Komfort chair represents an optimal solution of sitting furniture
for people with limited mobility. Its use is in hospitals as well as geriatric
houses. Thanks to its wide modularity its possible to ﬁnd such a variant of
Softlin Chair, which will maximally meet your speciﬁc demands. In additionally your choice is extended by a variation of different accessories.

Protective castors
Against interior
damages

HIGH FUNCTIONALITY
MAXIMUM COMFORT
ENJOYABLE DESIGN

Armrest upholstery
Increases comfort
and is easily
removable and
washable

SAFETY
EASY MANIPULATION

Chair is adjustable:
Allows continuos
positioning of the
sitting section forwards,
at the same time back
part is also adjustable

EASY MAINTENANCE

Tilting adjustment
Easily accessible from
( left as well right)
sides

Adjustable calf rest
With stowaway foot plate

Central 5th castor for easier manipulation

Manipulation handle for back rest adjustment,
it also makes the chair movement easier

Chair in the position for comfortable
relaxation

sitting furniture

Softlin Komfort – accessories

Crutches holder for practical placement of
crutches while sitting

Holder for newspapers and magazines

Flexible hand support

Crutches holder with a holder for easy
clamping

Revolving shelf with enhanced edges

Removable ergonomic eating plate with
enhanced edges

Comfortable and practical removable covers
of the armsrest

Hook on the back part of the construction for
fixation and storage of the eating desk

Hand approachable pocket in the back part
of the backrest

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Width
Height (depending on
the back rest position)
Depth (depending on
the adjustment)
Height of the sit section
Diameter of castors
5th central castor
Lifting capacity

70 cm
98 - 113 cm
72–132 cm
47 cm
7,5 cm
10 cm
120 kg
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Stawaway footboard with stowage
compartment

